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HILL, KENNETH JOHN: Files, 1981-1984

Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff: White House Staff Liaison and Federal Security Coordinator for the 1984 Summer Olympics, 1983-84. 3.1 ft.

Kenneth J. Hill (born 1946) was a Department of State foreign service officer who was detailed to the White House in July 1983, to coordinate all Federal involvement in security for the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles. He reported to Michael Deaver, the Deputy Chief of Staff who was the Presidential liaison to the Olympics, and who had picked Hill for the Security Coordinator post. Hill’s qualifications for this position included past work in counterterrorism, law enforcement, embassy and consulate security, and protection of government dignitaries.

Hill ensured the involvement and coordination of the various Federal agencies involved in Olympic security, and monitored the Department of Defense’s ongoing expenditures for Olympic security and law enforcement. He provided regular “Olympic Security Briefings” to Deaver and Deaver’s assistants, and testified on Olympic security before Congressional committees. He maintained daily contact with the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee (LAOOC), the private organization which ran the 1984 Summer Olympics. He also served on the Olympic Law Enforcement Coordinating Committee (OLECC) with representatives from the LAOOC and Los Angeles-area law enforcement.

After Hill left the Olympics security position in December 1984, he served on the 1985 Inaugural Committee, did trip advance work for Nancy Reagan and George Bush, was a nominee for the National Transportation Safety Board (until his nomination was withdrawn), and worked in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Interestingly, he remained a detailee from the Department of State through all these positions, until he resumed work in the State Department in August 1986.

This collection pertains only to Hill’s work as Federal Security Coordinator for the Olympics. It includes: Hill’s Olympic Security Briefings; reports and correspondence involving federal agencies, Los Angeles-area law enforcement, the LAOOC and other private organizations, and the general public; memos involving Hill, Deaver, and others in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff; Congressional testimony; and news reports and articles. Topics include the roles of federal and local agencies involved
with the Olympics, federal expenditures for Olympics security and other Olympics support, the participation of the USSR and sub-Saharan Africa in the Olympics, emergency planning for events such as terrorist acts and defections from Communist countries, White House contacts with the LAOOC, meetings of the OLECC, and meetings of the Security Planning Committee (SPC) that reported to the OLECC. Some documents date from prior to Hill’s arrival at the White House, or were produced by others in the Deputy Chief of Staff office, but were incorporated into Hill’s files in the course of his work.
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